GUI usability, GUI style guide, GUI user handbook
GUI Style Guide

Workshops
- Presentation and discussion of a set of proposals for the GUI in terms of usability principles and look & feel

GUI Style Guide
- Drafting of GUI Style Guide based on the outcome of the GUI workshops
- Provision of GUI Style Guide by 4CB for market review as of 1 October 2018
- Finalisation of GUI Style Guide V1.0 by mid of November 2018 after market consultation
GUI specification

- Catalogue of CLM-RTGS GUI Use Cases
  - Work product that documents the inventory of business functions that the CLM-RTGS GUI is to provide
  - Each GUI use case represents one or more screens that require specification and implementation

- GUI specifications
  - Specifications to be agreed prior to starting the development of the respective GUI use case
  - 4CB will provide a GUI specifications for ECB/L2 and market review (Agreement on screens in workshops and market consultations in the first half of 2019)
GUI User Handbook

- User Handbook will be a documentation of the developed GUI
- Therefore, delivery of User Handbook as documentation toward the end of development
  - Actual screens will be used in the User Handbook
  - Delivery of GUI Handbook in advance of the Eurosystem Acceptance Testing
Thank you for your attention